certain circumstances, punishable by up to 10 years in prison;
(3) handguns are a leading contributor to juvenile violence and fatalities; and
(4) safely storing and locking handguns away from children can help ensure compliance with Federal law.

I also direct you to provide me with a written status report within 60 days on how you will carry out this directive.

Your implementation of this directive will help inform gun purchasers about their responsibility under Federal law to keep handguns from our children. It will also ensure that gun purchasers are warned about the frequency with which handguns kill or injure our kids.

William J. Clinton

Executive Order 13049—Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
June 11, 1997

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, including section 1 of the International Organizations Immunities Act (22 U.S.C. 288), and having found that the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons is a public international organization in which the United States participates within the meaning of the International Organization Immunities Act, I hereby designate the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons as a public international organization entitled to enjoy the privileges, exemptions, and immunities conferred by the International Organizations Immunities Act. This designation is not intended to abridge in any respect privileges, exemptions, or immunities that such organization may have acquired or may acquire by international agreements, including the Chemical Weapons Convention, or by congressional action.

William J. Clinton

The White House,

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Register, 8:45 a.m., June 13, 1997]

NOTE: This Executive order was published in the Federal Register on June 16.

Remarks at a Democratic National Committee Dinner
June 11, 1997

Thank you very much. Let me say to all of you how very grateful I am for your presence and for your support. I appreciate what the Vice President has said, and I associate myself with his remarks. I think that’s what they say in the Congress. [Laughter]

I would just like to make two very brief points. First of all, the country is in better shape than it was 4½ years ago. It is a direct consequence, in my view, of the hard work of the American people combined with the policies and the changes which have been instituted here.

I want you to know that my plan is to keep working on this until the last day I’m in office. And as far as I’m concerned, all these good things that have happened are not constant unless they can be sustained, so that we still have to put the meat on the bones of the balanced budget agreement. In the abstract, it is a very good agreement because it contains an investment strategy for education, for science and technology, for the environment we can be proud of and it will balance the budget with conservative estimates. But we have to put the meat on the bones.

I’m proud of the fact that we’ve had the biggest drop in crime in 36 years, but juvenile violence is still way too high, and we have to put the meat on the bones. We have a lot more to do there.

I’m proud of the fact that we’ve had the biggest drop in welfare in history by far, but we’ve still got to make sure when all those people run out of their welfare checks they can go to work, and we’ve got to put meat on the bones.

I’m proud of the fact that this budget agreement restores what I thought were unconscionable cuts in benefits to legal immigrants, but we’ve still got to put the meat on the bones in terms of the details of the legislation. So there’s a lot to be done here.

In the world, I’m gratified by the agreements we’ve reached with Russia on the